You’re Invited!

HUMAN JUSTICE SUMMIT
Thursday, January 24, 2019, 10am – 12pm
Bronx Christian Fellowship
1015 E. Gun Hill Rd., Bronx, NY 10459

SPECIAL GUESTS:
SENATOR JAMAAL BAILEY • REV. DR. QUE ENGLISH
JUDGE FERNANDO TAPIA • OSBORNE ASSOCIATION
RELEASING AGING PEOPLE OUT OF PRISON (RAPP)

Part I
DISCOVERY FOR JUSTICE
Are you or your loved ones getting a fair trial?
Is the delay in prosecutors turning over evidence causing unnecessary plea bargains and jail time?
Lets Talk!

Part II
PAROLE JUSTICE FOR OUR SENIORS
• Over 10,000 seniors in prison
• Seniors have the lowest recidivism rates of any age cohort, posing little, if any risk to public safety?
• Should we do more in seeing these seniors get parole?
Lets Talk!

RSVP (718) 231-1033 • MAIL@BCCJR.ORG • OR ONLINE AT HTTPS://EVENTBRITE.BCCJR012419.COM